6-SHELF 24” CHROME STORAGE UNIT
BJ’S ITEM # 635747

TO PURCHASE ADDITIONAL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES SHOWN BELOW
THAT ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE BOX FOR THIS SHELVING UNIT, PLEASE VISIT:
WWW.WIRESHELFADDITIONS.COM

Should you have any questions and or problems? Please call
1-866-375-7994, 9 am - 5 pm EST. Monday – Sunday or e-mail: sales@shelfadditions.com

A. 1” Top Pole Cap – 4pk
B. 18”x24” Shelf – 1pk (Incl. Plastic Tapered Locks)
C. 12” Extension Pole – 4pk (Incl. Pole Connector)
D. 1” Plastic Tapered Lock – 8pk
E. 18” Side Bar w/Hooks for 1” pole – 2pk (Incl. Plastic Tapered Locks)
F. 18” Handle for 1” Pole – 1pk (Incl. Plastic Tapered Locks)
G. 3” or 4” casters – 4pk
H. 35.5” Top Pole w/Pole Cap & Pole Connector – 4pk
I. 18”x24” Shelf Liner – 3pk
J. 18”x24” Basket Liner – 3pk
K. 18” Shelf Divider – 4pk
L. 35.5” Bottom Pole w/Feet Leveler – 4pk
M. 1” Pole Connector – 4pk
N. 1” Bottom Push-In Insert – 4pk
O. 1” Feet Leveler – 4pk
P. S hook – 8pk
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